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STRUCTURED
DOCUMENTATION

WELL PROCESSED
BUSINESS MECHANISM

INTERNATIONAL TIER
COMPLIANCE

FWG has met and fulfilled the
Compliance Standard of Business
Documentation Structure.

Liner yet flexible business
mechanism processes that
eases clients and vendors.

Being International in
protocols and depth ,
innovative solutions.

YOUR URBAN SECURITY PARTNER
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Amidst challenges, we
work in detail to provide
excellent service.
Assumptions are the
termites of poor service.
At FWG, we don't
assume - every detail
and protocol are
measured in depth and
operated to perfection.
We define our
challenges and scale the
best critical solution in
favor for the best
operation service.
Executive Director
Mr. Krishnan Sukumaran
Recipient of Business Excellence Award 2019
United States of America -New York

YOUR URBAN SECURITY PARTNER

FWG HAS SUCCESFULLY RENEWED THEIR TERM AS
SECURITY PARTNER WITH A RENOWNED
TELECOMMUNICATION

- WE STRIVE TO SUSTAIN AND MAINTAIN BUSINESS SCOPE

BIOMETRICS WITH RFID
VERIFICATION

Enhance your security needs with
biometrics and RFID technolgies

Biometric recognition is more than a giant leap
beyond password or card protection and other
security peripherals. Users can share (or steal)
passwords and electronic ID cards when using
conventional methods.Some industries are
replacing time cards with hand geometry, which
provides both identity validation and physical
access control
Employee identity and presence is quickly
confirmed, without the need to search for ,
punch and replace time cards. The accuracy
rate is high, the process saves considerable
time and while time cards can be falsified, hand
geometry cannot.

FWG deeps in managing security
threats in oil and gas industry

As the market has evolved, we have seen
traditional security use cases converge with
safety and environment solutions. In practical
terms, this means the integration of new hardware
components into existing platforms. This allows
for remote operation, testing, uninterrupted
production and extended surveillance from the
central control room. End users and partners are
particularly focusing on high-quality imaging and
performance when selecting cameras, as they
improve the daily activities of their plants, when
image quality is superior.
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